
To be your best, 
you need our best.
Get the speed you need with 
our enhanced broadband, 
backed up by 4G Assure and 
24/7 support.

Business is unpredictable. So you 
need broadband that’s always 
working at its best in the moments 
that matter most. That’s why we’ve 
made our business broadband range 
even better – from up to 17Mbps 
Broadband to 314Mbps Ultrafast. 
Plus a 4G backup connection that 
kicks in automatically. 

Our Broadband Enhanced range 
comes with great value extras that 
really matter in business.



Here’s what you’ll get 
A connection that won’t let you down 
With 4G Assure, you’ll automatically 
switch to 4G if there’s ever an issue 
with your main line. So it’s even  
more reliable. 

Switch today and we could  
get you connected tomorrow 
We won’t make you wait. We send  
out your Business Smart Hub and  
4G Assure dongle as soon as you 
place your order. 

Enhanced IT Support 
Your business relies on your IT. And you 
can rely on our help with: 

• a UK-based support team, 
available 24/7 

• cover for up to five PCs and 
laptops, plus mobiles, on all  
major operating systems. 

It’s like having your own team on hand 
whenever you need them. 

And there’s more 
No matter which enhanced 
broadband package you choose, 
you’ll also get all the basics that make 
for a great business connection. 

UK’s largest wi-fi network 
Wherever your work takes you, you’ll 
always be able to get online. With us, 
you’ll get free, unlimited access to 
over five million wi-fi hotspots. 

People love free wi-fi 
Guest Wi-Fi on our Smart Hub comes 
ready and waiting to be switched on. 
So you can offer customers brilliant 
free wi-fi that keeps them coming 
back and your data safe. 

Unlimited should mean unlimited 
You’re free to use as much data as you 
need – with no catches, no caps and no 
hidden penalties. 

High speed, guaranteed. 
If your connection drops below  
the minimum speed we promised  
and we can’t fix it, you may be able  
to walk away, without penalty.

Keep your business 
better connected 
Upgrade everything with BT Halo for business. It combines our fastest 
ever fibre broadband, that switches to 4G if it runs into a problem.  
A digital phone line and unlimited mobile. And this bundle comes at a 
price that stays the same for your whole contract.



Full terms and conditions for all the above can be 
found at www.bt.com/terms under the Broadband 
and Internet Services section.

To learn more about our Broadband Enhanced range 

Contact HM Network Ltd 03333 444 190 info@hm-network.com
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